MEET THE AUTHOR
SLOAN LUCKIE has the God-given

purpose to uplift and encourage others—body, soul
and spirit. This purpose is evident through the
writing of his two books, Journey to the Jacksons:
A Mother’s Bold & Extraordinary Actions to Make
Her Child’s Seemingly Impossible Dream Come True
and Body Under Construction: How to Build and
Maintain Optimal Health at Any Age. His books are
meant to inspire people around the world to adopt
healthy habits and make positive and bold steps to
live life to its fullest. Luckie’s inspirational aptitude
has garnered great public and media attention. He
has appeared on NBC’s “The Talk with Marion
Brooks” (click here to see video interview), “NY1
with Cheryl Wills,” graced the pages of Syd Jerome
magazine, and conducted companion food-shopping
events, fitness demonstrations, and book signings
throughout the country.
Sloan also is the founder of Body Under Construction,
LLC—an organization devoted to optimal health
and fitness.
He lives in Flossmoor, Illinois with his wife, Sherree,
and three children: Chanel, Sloan II, and Sterling.

For more info, visit: SloanLuckie.com
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ABOUT THE BOOK

OVERCOME

YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS TO
ACHIEVE THE IMPOSSIBLE
IN THIS TRUE AND TIMELESS INSPIRATIONAL STORY,

a single mother of two relies on her faith instead of her limited finances to pursue
her daughter’s dream of meeting her teen idols—
Michael Jackson and the Jackson 5.
Embarking on a daring 3,000-mile,
coast-to-coast bus trip, Sodonia Luckie
demonstrates how:
• Your genuine love for others can sometimes
drive you to act in ways that seem irrational
to those around you. 		
• You can achieve your most far-fetched dreams
by taking risks, making sacrifices, and stepping
outside of your comfort zone.
• You don’t have to know the end in order to begin.
The best thing you can do is to step out in faith.
In Journey to the Jacksons, author Sloan Luckie takes
a nostalgic trip back to the early 1970s to pen how his
mother made unbelievable sacrifices and bold moves, so
his sister, Colette, could meet the ultimate celebrities of her time. The result
was the experience of a lifetime for the Luckie family—one that proved to be
far beyond luck.
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